TERMS AND CONDITIONS RELATED TO JOINING THE PLUSSA FEATURE
1.
I am a Plussa customer and, in the above information, I have given the number of my Plussa card. The new
card will have a new Plussa number, which will be linked to my current Plussa customer account.
2.
I consent to granting the bank and the OP Card Company PLC the right to pass on all the personal data
information specified in the agreement as well as any possible changes that might affect that to Kesko
Corporation.
3.
The bank and/or OP Card Company PLC are not responsible for the terms and conditions that are related to
the customer’s Plussa account, such as customer service or correctly signing in to the K-Plussa payment
transaction account. The terms and conditions of the previous agreement on the Plussa system that were
made between the customer and Kesko Corporation will remain in force, and the terms attached to this
card agreement will have no effect whatsoever on that agreement, other than those that are contained in
this addendum.
4.
A new card with a Plussa feature can be used for paying at all payment points where the card is accepted.
However, in the K-Plussa system, Plussa points are only accumulated at payment points that operate the KPlussa system.
5.
If a customer wishes to remove the Plussa feature from the card, an equivalent card but without the Plussa
feature will be sent to the customer and charged according to the service fee.
6.
If the customer's Plussa feature customer relationship expires or is terminated, the bank and/or OP Card
Company PLC, to whom Kesko Corporation has the duty to inform of the expiry, have the right to order a
new equivalent card for customer without the Plussa feature and charge the customer according to the
cost of the renewal of the card.
7.
If the OP-Pohjola Group and Bank as well as K Group and the Kesko Corporation decide to terminate their
cooperation on the Plussa feature, the Bank and/or OP Card Company PLC will have the right to forward a
new card that is equivalent to the customer’s previous card but without the Plussa feature. A message will
be sent to the customer to inform them that they will take delivery of a new card that will be sent free of
charge.
8. The other terms and conditions of the card agreement remain unchanged.

